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Hi, welcome to my newsletter for October 2014. This month we
´ve voted in a brand new Commission, I launched a pop up office
in Holyhead and we've seen UKIP join forces with some disturbing
new allies.

New European Commission

This month I voted in favour of the new European Commission led
by Jean-Claude Juncker. The Commission received backing from
a very large majority of the Parliament, and Mr Junker's own
nomination was the direct result of the outcome of the European
Parliament election. This means that this is the most
democratically legitimate and accountable Commission so far.

The Commission has promised to work towards stability and
growth in the EU and we have insisted it cooperates closely with
the Parliament.

EU budget

This week you may have seen on-going press coverage about the
UK´s EU budget contribution.

The system for calculating member state contributions is agreed
by all EU member states. In fact, the UK refused alternative
methods and agreed on this system.

However, the December deadline for payments is unreasonable
and I will be lobbying the Commission to extend it.

My other concern is that the current government was aware of
this increase for some time, yet Tory ministers did nothing about
it. The UK’s Office for National Statistics published a report over
five months ago detailing the changes made to UK growth figures
which it clearly stated were for use in the calculation of a Member
State’s contribution to the EU budget.

It´s also important to remember that Wales gets an extra £70
more per person per year from the EU than we put in. More
broadly, the CBI estimates that EU membership brings a net gain
of between £62-£78bn a year into the UK economy, so well over
ten times the net contribution.

Hitler-defenders and misogynists - UKIP's sickening new
allies
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This month UKIP decided to join forces with even more extreme
allies in a bid to resurrect their European Parliament group.

Polish MEP Robert Jaroslaw Iwaszkiewicz has been quoted
defending domestic violence, while the leader of his Congress of
the New Right party, Janusz Korwin-Mikke, appeared to claim
there was no proof Hitler was aware of the Holocaust.

Korwin-Mikke also reportedly questioned whether women should
have the vote, and attacked the Paralympics, saying people
needed to watch "healthy, beautiful, strong, honest and intelligent
people" on TV rather than disabled people.

UKIP's desperate attempt to resurrect this group has seen them
sink to an all-time low. The views expressed by his new allies are
sickening even by UKIP standards.

Pop up office

I'm pleased to report that I´m opening a pop up office in
Holyhead at Ty Cledwyn, 18 Thomas Street on the fourth
Thursday of every month. This will make it easier for people in
Holyhead to call in with any concerns, get advice about European
issues or even just to find out more about the work of the
European Parliament. My other offices in Cardiff and Wrexham will
remain open as usual.

If you'd like information about an EU issue or if you have an
event you would like me to attend or promote, please don't
hesitate to contact me at contact@derekvaugahnmep.org.uk or
call 029 20 227660.
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